
LOOKING FOR IFE EXAM MATERIAL? 
NZFS Library Services have all the texts on the current IFE reading list. We also provide online access to NZ + 
international codes and standards.

Our Online Library Catalogue is on the internet. Members of the NZFS community can use it to request IFE texts. 
You will also find books, articles and more on fire safety engineering and related topics.

Log in using your NZFS username. If you are new to the 
NZFS Library, please register.

To find us on the NZFS intranet, type “library” into the Firenet search box. We can also help you keep 
current with our monthly Bulletin of new books, articles and more in fire engineering. Ask us how to 
sign up. For IFE members not in the NZFS community, contact us with your requests. We can lend 
you IFE exam texts.
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Kia ora koutou katoa. This year is moving 
very fast, we are already 50% of the way 
through it. It has been a busy one but 

a very productive one. We are now well into 
the final stages of planning for FireNZ this year 
‘The Beginning of a New Era’ and it is looking 
to be another exciting one with some very 
interesting speakers. It will be a packed 3-day 
event. Day 1 will feature a one day seminar 
with the title ‘Flawed Situational Awareness: 
The Stealth Killer of First responders’. This will 
be presented by Dr Rich Gasaway a former 
US Fire Chief and should be a must attend 
for fire fighters, Area Commanders, Rural Fire 
Officers and Civil Defence personnel to name a 
few. Also on this day we will be continuing with 
our careers day with the launch Introduction 
to the Fire Industry course. Day 2 and 3 will be 
packed with international speakers mixed in 
with representatives from Fire and Emergency 
NZ, who will cover the changes in the new Act 
and how they will impact on the Fire Industry, 
and MBIE, who will speak on some of the 
outcomes of the Fire Program. Hopefully 
something for everyone.

One of my focuses this year has been on fire 
industry training. As you maybe aware, I was 
appointed the Chair of the Training Special 
Interest Group for the FPA. I hope to achieve 
with the help of the group a pathway into the 
fire industry. 

Another focus has been the development of 
a Diploma of Engineering – Fire Engineering. 
This was born out of a meeting with Sir Neville 

Jordan of the Tertiary Education Commission 
group, E2E. Sir Neville invited the IFE to the 
meeting to discuss how we can both raise 
the number of engineers in NZ. E2E were 
commissioned by the government to raise the 
number of engineers in NZ by 500 a year. They 
were achieving the targets in the Bachelor 
level and above but not in the lower sector, the 
diploma level. Sir Neville and his team were 
unaware of the number of people in the fire 
industry and how we are part of the engineering 
fraternity. After a lengthy discussion, we learnt 
that our goals overlapped and we agreed to 
work together to fix the problem. They are 
now assisting us in developing a Diploma in 
Engineering – Fire Engineering. This will have 
3 target areas, first those in the fire industry 
workforce who have no formal qualifications, 
school leavers wanting to enter the fire industry 
as a career pathway and those who have other 
qualifications but need certain fire engineering 
training. The Diploma will be linked to the 
IFE and also IPENZ so that you will have 
professional recognition to for the Engtech 
grade. So watch this space for more information 
on the development of the Diploma.

I was fortunate to host at my place for the 
night Peter Holland CBE. Peter is a Past 
International President of the IFE and a current 
member of the Board of Directors of the IFE. 
He was previously the Chair of the Chief Fire 
Officers Association UK after leading two 
major brigades and in now the Chief Advisor 
to the UK government on Fire. He was in NZ 
following the Lions and I caught up with him 

after the first test 
loss. However, his 
mind was focused 
on the Grenfell 
fire and his phone 
constantly going 
dealing with the 
fallout from that 
fire. This was a 
tragic event and 
our sympathy goes 
out to the families 
affected and to our fellow fire fighters dealing 
with the event and the aftermath. There will 
be many lessons to be learnt from this and 
changes to procedures. I am confident though 
that they will overcome this tragedy and 
make changes to improve life safety in the 
buildings. In NZ with our current procedures 
and building legislation we are better prepared 
and we are focused on preventing this. So to 
those designers and building owners out there 
complaining that our systems are too strict 
and that the measures we ask to be put in 
place are too costly, well this event in the UK 
justifies our stance. So let’s work together so 
this does not happen in NZ.

Keep safe and make sure you are aware of 
your surroundings and evacuation strategy for 
the buildings you are in.

Noho ora mai,

Trent Fearnley
President  |  IFE New Zealand Branch
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Executive Director’s Report

Welcome to the second issue 
of Fire Risk Management for 
2017.  I would like to start by 

acknowledging the work, effort and 
leadership that Trent, as President along 
with the continued support from our 
past president Graeme Quensell and 
also international president Brian Davey 
provides to the Council. This includes the 
effort of my fellow councillors and their 
dedication to the IFE.  It is important to 
remind ourselves from time to time that the existence of the IFE 
and Branch depends on the individuals who put in long hours of 
unpaid time to help to make this branch grow and prosper.

As mentioned by president Fearnley, since our last newsletter it 
has been an incredibly busy time for the branch and fire industry. 
Much has been done to progress a number of initiatives that have 
been on the go for some time. It has also been a sad time for 
the Branch as we said farewell to Jack Maddox who had been 
a dedicated member of the IFE since 1957. The work and the 
events that have taken place are reflected in this newsletter 
including events such as our annual FireNZ conference, Our 
Flawed Situational Awareness Seminar to be presented by Dr 
Rich Gasaway and the upcoming ABC seminar to name but a 
few. So please take your time to read through this newsletter and 
don’t hesitate to contact the Branch if you have any other ideas for 
articles that can be included within the next publication.

During May the Branch Council convened in Wellington to hold 
its second meeting for the year. Although the majority of the 
Branch currently consists of Auckland based members, holding 
meetings outside of Auckland provides an opportunity for us to 
support our members in other centres. Meeting in Wellington 
also provided us the opportunity to meet face to face with our 
relevant organisations including FENZ, IPENZ and Engineering 

Education to Employment, e2e. As you will hopefully be seeing 
these opportunities were not wasted and should be leading to 
new partnerships and the renewing of previous Memorandums of 
Understanding and creation of new ones. 

The local groups have also been busy in recent times with field 
days and seminars. There are more field days being planned and 
we recommend to look out for those being held in conjunction 
with the UFBA - http://www.ufba.org.nz/events/list/category/
nzfbi_events

For those that took part in the March examinations you should now 
have received your results. Applications are now being accepted 
for the October examination sessions. This is a limited session 
and the full timetable and list of available examination centres can 
be found on our website. The deadline for entries is 11th August 
2017. If you have any queries please contact Exams@ife.org.nz. 
We have included details in this edition so please keep an eye out 
for those details. 

Continued thanks to our partner companies for their continued 
support they share our values and are a pleasure to work with. 
Remember also to keep yourself updated with events and news 
via our social media sites Facebook and LinkedIn.. 

https://www.facebook.com/Institution-of-Fire-
Engineers-New-Zealand-Branch-267678849946766/

https://www.linkedin.com/groups/4693920

Ed Claridge MIFireE
Executive Director
The Institution of Fire Engineers New Zealand Branch

Week of Engineering 31 July - 5 August 

NOTICE FROM THE ENGINEERING E2E TEAM
This year’s Week of Engineering will be held from  
31 July – 5 August  with events in Auckland, Wellington and 
Christchurch. 

There will be a variety of events for all ages including 
interactive displays, robots and machines, and design and 
build competitions. 

For more information please visit   
http://www.weekofengineering.co.nz/

Dream Big, a documentary about engineering, will also be 
screened on 5 August at all 3 venues. 

For information on screenings times, visit the Week of Engineering’s website: http://www.weekofengineering.co.nz/dream-big/



AUCKLAND
Since the last newsletter, the Auckland Group committee has had 
its second meeting with a third planned for later this month.

It was with great sadness that a great stalwart and a long standing 
member of the Institution of Fire Engineers, passed away in May. 
Jack Maddox, was a past Chairman and a devoted member of the 
Institution, who only left the Auckland committee at the AGM last 
year. Jack served a career in the New Zealand Fire Service and 
had been an IFE member for over 50 years, was a dedicated exam 
invigilator for 25 years and in recognition for his commitment, 
which was borne from love rather than obligation, he was awarded 
a Companion Member by the Institution. Although I knew Jack 
only a short time, his passion and support for the Institution shone 
through our conversations.

Our thoughts and deepest sympathy go out to Jack’s wife and 
family. As our Branch President reported, a great kauri has fallen 
and he will never be forgotten.

We are looking for ideas from the wider membership and Mark 
has already emailed all of you for any suggestions. The committee 
would be grateful for the membership suggestions before the next 
meeting later this month, please email them through to Mark or 
directly to myself.

Membership levels are still remaining stationary at present, 
with a number of ideas from the committee on how to increase 
membership, across all disciplines within the fire industry. 

With regards CPD and encouraging new and young fire engineers 
to join us, planning is currently underway to provide young fire 

engineers with ‘ride-along’s’ to experience the access issues that 
NZFS encounter operationally.

In addition, the group recently provided a morning’s CPD session 
to thirty-five members and non-members in Beca’s auditorium. 
This event covered three topics, ‘increase of flammability in 
modern residential scenario versus historical residential scenario’ 
and ‘passive fire protection and who validates UL certifications’; 
both by Al Ramirez of UL. The second UL presentation 
detailed American test standards for passive systems and also 
demonstrated a very good web portal provided for specifiers, 
installers and the public. In addition, Kinglsey Ukanwa presented 
his Phd research ‘laboratory tests and design of composite 
columns in fire for multi-storey buildings’. Kingsley’s presentation 
outlined the benefits of continuous columns in multi-storey 
buildings and how his research has provided a technique for the 
relevant calculations required.

Many thanks to Ed Claridge who was instrumental in making this 
event happen for us.

The committee is looking ahead to see how the group can celebrate 
the upcoming Centenary, what the committee could organise for 
the membership and when it should be held. .

Michael Clifford CEng, FIFireE
Auckland Group Chairman 
michael.clifford@ife.org.nz

Local Group Updates

AUCKLAND GROUP SEMINAR 
The Auckland group were fortunate to provide a morning seminar 
in May featuring Al Ramirez from Underwriters Laboratories (UL) 
in America and also Kingsley Ukanwa from Olsson Fire & Risk.

Al Ramirez is the Regional 
Regulatory Services Manager 
within the UL Fire and Building 
Materials group and gave a 
number of fantastic presentations 
including presenting on fire 
spread and UL’s research on 
the speed of fire spread in 

current homes versus dwellings up to 50 years ago and also on 
the topical area of Passive fire protection and UL Certifications. 
Ken Wilson, UL General Manager, Australasia was instrumental 
in securing and making it possible for Al to travel to New Zealand 
and provided an opening address welcoming the opportunity to 
share UL’s knowledge in fire.

Unfortunately due to last minute travel arrangements Joe Zureikat 
also from UL could not be able to be with us. However, we were 
very fortunate to have been able to arrange for Kingsley Ukanwa 

from Olsson Fire & Risk to talk about his 
PhD research - Laboratory tests and 
design of composite columns in fire 
for multi-storey buildings. The journal 
paper related to Kingsley’s presentation 
has recently been published and is 
publically available at the following link  
https://lnkd.in/gksWiVN

For those who could not attend and as mentioned on the day, the 
following links can be used to reach the various information and 
websites used during the presentations:

UL’s Firefighter Safety Research Institute 
http://ulfirefightersafety.org/

Comparison of Modern and Legacy Home Furnishings Video  
http://ulfirefightersafety.org/category/projects/comparison-of-
modern-and-legacy-home-furnishings/

UL Product Spec and UL Search Tool 
http://productspec.ul.com/
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Remembering Jack Maddox

It was with great sadness that we recently farewelled Jack 
Maddox who passed away in May. Jack was a past chairman 
of the Auckland IFE group and a past member of the New 

Zealand Fire Service. Jack was one month short of reaching 60 
years as an IFE member, he invigilated our examinations for 25 
years and was awarded a Companion Member for his dedicated 
service to the Institution. 

A celebration of Jack’s life was held at St Mary’s in Parnell attended 
by a number of IFE members. As part of the service Past IFE 
Presidents Graeme Quensell, Mitchell Brown and John Booth 
spoke about his life. Jack’s lifelong involvement with the emergency 
services, and in particular the IFE, was a significant part of who he 
was. The following provides a short summary of his career:

• Jack joined the Auckland Metropolitan Fire Brigade in 1955 

• In 1957 he joined IFE as a student member

• 1960 left New Zealand destined for Cape Town, South Africa and 
started as an Ambulance/Fire Officer at the Pietermaritzburg 
Fire Brigade, Natal

• 1962 he transferred to Salisbury Airport, Rhodesia as a Crash 
Rescue fire officer

• By 1965 Jack became Deputy CFO based at Chileka Airport. 
During this time Jack wrote the Aviation Firefighters Manual for 
Douglas Aircraft which is still used to this day

• 1966 he returned to NZ and started work at Auckland 
International Airport as a crash/fire fireman the day after the NZ 
DC-8 crashed right in front of the fire station

• Seven months later he was promoted and  transferred to 
Wellington Head Office as the Inspector of Crash/Fire

• On April 10th 1968 Jack was involved in the Wahine disaster and 
was part of the zodiac dinghy rescue which included rescuing 
12 passengers who had abandoned ship. He was awarded the 
Royal Humane Society Gold Medal for rescue at sea.

• In 1970 he returned to Rhodesia,  Africa and in 1971 was 
transferred to Victoria Falls Airport as Aviation Fire Officer

• By 1971 the Metrication Board of Central Africa was 
converting to the country to decimalization. Based on Manual 
of Firemanship, Jack began writing “Metrication for Firemen” 
which then became “Fire Technology Part 1 – Hydraulics and 
Water Supplies”.  Today, it is still used in South African fire 
services by all bilingual examination candidates.

• 1976 he took up a position with Ravenscroft Risk Management 
as part of their risk management team of fire, safety, mines and 
security personnel

• During this time Jack joined the Fire Surveyors Association, 
served on the committee, on the Executive as Secretary, then 
Vice-President and finally as President

• In 1986 he returned to New Zealand and went to Beca Carter to 
start up a risk management division.

Jack c1958 wearing the Lancer uniform with 
scrubbed wooden handle on the fire axe



Remembering Jack Maddox

As can be seen Jack had a fascinating career 
that spanned two continents and a period 
of time that saw substantial change and 
included major events that will be well known 
to most. For the IFE he will be remembered 
for being not only one of our longest serving 
members but also for his unwavering 
dedication to the pursuit of knowledge and 
support of education in fire.

Messages of condolences were received from 
the Australian Branch, UK headquarters and 
the international president. A donation on 
behalf of the Branch was made to the North 
Shore hospice.

A great kauri has fallen. Rest in peace 
Jack, you will never be forgotten.

Jack’s farewell - The vintage fire engine lead Jack past Parnell fire station for one last salute

Jack pictured invigilating his last IFE examination
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Glenbrook Steel Mill – Roadshow 7 April 2017

IFE Auckland Group members were provided with a unique 
experience to visit New Zealand Steel’s Glenbrook steel making 
operation  including a focus on the site’s industrial fire brigade, 
emergency procedures and processes at one of the country’s 
largest industrial sites.  

The road show began at the main reception entrance to the mill 
at 0830hrs on the 7th April.

13 members were met by Bradley Quinn and John Stevenson 
the convenors of the day and our two wonderful guides, John 
Blackler and Patricia Glenny. The tour started with a visit to the 
steel making plant, to see a slab being cast.

The safety and introduction to the Glenbrook site was most 
informative and covered the history of the use of iron sands to 
produce steel here in NZ.  Over 600,000 tonnes of steel is 
produced on an annual basis and most of this is used right here 
in NZ. Iron sand is pumped in slurry form 22kms from the sand 
dunes at the Waikato North Head mining facility to Glenbrook 
where it is dried out and mixed with largely locally sourced lime 
and coal and turned into steel.  New Zealand is the only country in 
the world that produces high grade steel from iron sands.

New Zealand Steel produces around 60% of its own power needs 
by co-generation and recycles all its own waste on site.   The mill is 
extremely protective of the environment and endeavours to return 
areas to a better state than originally received.  One of the by-
products of steelmaking is an aggregate (slag) which is crushed 
down into various sizes and used for landscaping, road surfacing, 
drainage and grit for filtering. 

The tour included the rolling 
mill which unfortunately due 
to maintenance repairs was 
not running the day we visited. 
This was a shame as when this mill is working it is spectacular 
display and fascinating to watch a slab get longer and thinner as 
it transforms from a slab to a coil of steel around 2 to 5 mm thick.

Next stop was the pipe mill where steel coils are turned into pipe 
of various diameters and yet again most of this is sold right here 
in NZ.

The next part of the tour was a stop at the rail head next to the fire 
station, where a ride on the mill locomotive was enjoyed by all; this 
also included a lecture on safety around rail operations.

The mill also has its own industrial fire brigade on site. The small 
brigade looks after all incidents on site, covers road accidents on 
the main road outside the mill, and also gets involved in controlling 
any scrub fires around the mill area.

The last destination for our road trip was the Waiuku Fire Station 
where a BBQ late lunch was provided for all those attending; a 
great opportunity for networking.

Our thanks go out to Bradley Quinn and John Stevenson, our Tour 
Guides, John Blackler and Pat Glenny  and Troy Plowman, Philip 
Dee and Clint Van Eyssen from the site brigade for their hospitality. 
Special thanks goes to NZ Steel and Spotless for allowing our 
members onto the site and allowing open access to many of their 
facilities.

IRON MAKING SLAB MAKING METAL COATING PLANT COLD STRIP MILL
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This program shares the powerful findings of Dr. Gasaway’s extensive research on 
issues related to first responder decision making and flawed situational awareness.  In 
his review of hundreds of near-miss reports, case studies, line-of-duty death reports 
and videos he continually found himself being frustrated because there were so many 
clues, indicators and signs that the incident was going to end in disaster. Yet, for some 
reason, personnel operating at the incident scene – from company officers to incident 
commanders – could not see it coming.  Or if they did see it coming, they did nothing 
to alter their course.

In his research to understand why first responders were (seemingly) blind and deaf to 
what was happening right in front of them, Dr. Gasaway uncovered and investigated 
over one hundred barriers that can destroy situational awareness and flaw decision 
making. This program focuses on some of the most pervasive situational awareness 
barriers first responders will face while operating in stress-filled, dynamically-changing 
environments.

Barriers to be explored and discussed will include:

• Pre-arrival lens

• Confabulation 

• Mind shift

• Mission Myopia

• Cognitive biases

• Human factors

• Staffing issues

• Command location

•  Culture

• Normalization of deviance

• Technology

• Overload

• Complacency

• Mission and goals

• Task fixation

• Overconfidence

• Command support

• Task saturation

• Miscommunications

• The curse of knowledge

• Peer and supervisor pressure

…..and more

RICHARD B. GASAWAY worked as a first responder in three public safety organizations 
including serving 22 years as a fire chief. After completing his distinguished 30-year 
career, Dr. Gasaway founded Situational Awareness Matters!, a consulting and teaching 
organization dedicated to improving how individuals, teams and organizations develop 
situational awareness as a foundation for improving workplace and personal safety. His 
company website (SAMatters.com) has been visited by more than four million people 
from 156 countries.

As a professional speaker and author, Dr. Gasaway has contributed to more than 
400 books, book chapters and journal articles on topics related to leadership, safety, 
situational awareness and high consequence decision making. His best selling 
books, Situational Awareness Matters Volumes 1, 2 and 3, Situational Awareness for 
Emergency Response, and Fireground Command Decision Making, serve as essential 
guides for helping individuals and teams develop and maintain situational awareness 
while making high-stress, high-consequence decisions.

IFE presents Dr Rich Gasaway’s Seminar 
FLAWED SITUATIONAL AWARENESS: 
THE STEALTH KILLER OF FIRST RESPONDERS

CHRISTCHURCH
Monday 9 October 2017 
8.30am - 4.30pm (lunch and 
refreshments provided)

Salvation Army Building 
853 Colombo Street 
Christchurch

Bookings
Peter McGrail  
peter.mcgrail@fireandemergency.nz 

WELLINGTON
Tuesday 10 October 2017 
8.30am - 4.30pm (lunch and 
refreshments provided)

Venue TBA 
Wellington

Bookings
Angela Fisher  
angela.fisher@fireandemergency.nz 

COST
IFE members and 
Fire and Emergency NZ members 
– no cost 

Bookings essential,  
places are limited



 
 
SEMINAR:  FIRE INCIDENTS CHALLENGING OUR 
BUILDING STANDARDS 
 
In recent years a number of fire incidents have occurred in buildings around 
the world, exposing a number of failings.  From Cathedral Place in Brisbane, 
to the Lacrosse Building in Melbourne, The Address Hotel in Dubai and the most recent tragic event in London, Grenfell Tower. 
 
This seminar session aims to put the participants in the jacket of the Fire Officer and attempt to deal with a range of 
emergencies in a variety of buildings.  Fire Officers don’t always get it right, but neither do those who design, develop and 
construct these structures.  One small flaw introduced into a building of many floors, can identify potential failings. 
 
About the Presenter: 
Justin Francis is a passionate operational Fire Officer of 22 years, employed by Queensland Fire and Emergency Services.  He holds 
formal qualifications in Emergency Management from Charles Stuart University and was recently awarded a Churchill Fellowship.   
The Churchill Fellowship enabled significant international research into the world of high-rise evacuation and how we can continue 
to improve our methods in Emergency management in the built environment.  Combining knowledge from a vast operational fire-
fighting background with experience gained from working in the Building Approval process and Building Fire Safety Departments 
in Queensland enables Justin to challenge both fire services and the building industry.  “If we think we have our Firefighting 
procedures, our building design and standards perfectly structured, then why are we here?  It is because there are still vast 
improvements to be made”. 
Justin is an active researcher and presenter around the world on Building Fire Safety with presentations recently performed in the 
United Kingdom, United Arab Emirates, Japan, Australia and the U.S.  His current actions are centred around making safety 
improvements for people that visit, work and reside in high-rise buildings.  Justin is still actively involved in training firefighters on 
how best to manage emergency incidents in high-rise buildings through a course he co-wrote called, “Firefighting in the Built 
Environment”.  In late 2017, expect a comprehensive report to be published through the Churchill Trust that will challenge our ideas 
on how we improve Fire Safety in high-rise buildings.  
 
Venue:  Pakuranga Hunt Room, Ellerslie Event Centre, Ascot Ave, Ellerslie, Auckland 
Date: Wednesday 30th August 2017 
Time: 8.00am – 12.30pm  (coffee and tea/light food from 7.30am) 
Cost: $195 (no GST).   
 

This cost includes coffee/tea and light food on arrival, Morning Tea and Lunch. 

REGISTRATION 

Complete your details below and email to admin@abciqp.org.nz  An invoice will be issued to confirm your 
place.  Please note that seating is limited.     
 

Name:  
Company:  
Address:  
Phone:  
Email:  

 
Please Note the Following:    
 
1. Payment is strictly 7 days from issue of invoice. 
2. Cancellation:  Registrations cancelled 14 days prior to the seminar date will receive a full refund if paid.  After 14 days a 20% administration 

fee will apply.  There will be no refund if cancelled 7 days prior to the workshop date.   
3. Confirmation of registration will be sent on receipt of payment only. 
4. Should the seminar be cancelled for any reason, ABC will refund in full all paid registrations. 
5. CPD certificates will be issued on completion of the workshop. 

  
For more information on membership visit our website www.abciqp.org.nz or contact Irma on 0211650223 

Association of Building Compliance, C/- PO Box 35542, Browns Bay, Auckland 
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October 2017 Examinations - Entry Fees, Changes to Entries and Key Dates 

All prices are in Sterling (£) 

2017 Entry Fees   
 
These fees apply when 
candidates enter by the 
closing date of 11 August 
2017 
 

 
Qualification Entry Fee per 

Examination 
Level 2 Certificate entry fee  £37 
Level 3 Certificate entry fee single paper £26 
Level 3 Diploma entry fee single paper £60 

 
 

Entry Fee Discount 
 
Where candidates enter 
four Level 3 Certificate 
examinations in October 
2017, a discount of 15% of 
the total cost is available 

 
 

Qualification Fee for entering 
four examinations 
in October 2016 

Saving 

Level 3 Certificate  £88.40 £15.60 
 

Late Entry Fee 
 
Applied to entries received 
after 11 August and up to 
28 August 2017 

£50 per candidate  
The late fee is added to the standard entry fees. 
Late entries will be accepted only where the IFE can accommodate the 
candidate at an appropriate examination centre.  The last date for accepting 
late entries is 28 August 2017 

Refund of Entry Fees 
Available up to  
28 August 2017. 

Candidates who change their minds and wish to withdraw from examinations 
may ask for a full refund of their entry fee up until 28 August 2017.  After 28 
August, no refunds will be available.  

Withdrawing from 
Examinations (29 August –
17 September 2017) 

Please see the Special Consideration policy which sets out the limited situations 
in which a deferral arrangement may be possible and the supporting 
documentation which will be required by the IFE in order to progress the 
request.   
Where the request is approved, an administration fee of £13 will be charged for 
each examination paper deferred. 

Withdrawing from 
Examinations (17 
September – 31 October 
2017) 

Please see the Special Consideration policy which sets out the limited situations 
in which a deferral arrangement may be possible and the supporting 
documentation which will be required by the IFE in order to progress the 
request.   
Where the request is approved, the following fees apply for each examination 
paper deferred: 
Level 2 Certificate and Level 3 Certificate papers - £16 per paper 
Level 3 Diploma paper - £21 

Amendment to 
Examination Entries 
 
 

Candidates may amend their examination entry without further charge up to 28 
August. 
After 28 August, the IFE will try to meet requests for changes to papers/venues.  
However, changes may not be possible at this stage and the IFE reserves the 
right to make an administration charge eg where additional postage charges are 
incurred. 

 

$70
$50
$115

$170 $30

$95

New Zealand Dollars
$

$25

$30
$40

Fees have been converted from sterling to New Zealand Dollars. Please provide online payment by Bank 
Transfer to:
Institution of Fire engineers NZ Branch 38-9008-0158057-00 and e-mail confirmation to Exams@ife.org.nz.
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Earlier this year in April, I attended the Fire Fighter Safety 
Forum in Hong Kong. This forum was hosted by the 
Underwriters Laboratory (UL). The forum was also significant 

as it was to be used as a meeting of minds with the signing of an 
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between UL and IFE. UL 
has a Charitable arm where is uses its vast resources to research 
ways methods and techniques to improve fire fighter safety. In 
this forum we discussed the challenges that each brigade faced 
and if there was a need for either improved equipment or better 
methods of tackling different types of emergencies. 

Our International President, Brian Davey was present to discuss 
the MOU and to agree on the terms of the MOU. This MOU will 
enhance the work of the IFE which aim is to raise the level of 
knowledge within the fire industry.  Currently we do not have the 
resources or funding to deliver what we want to achieve. This is a 
major step towards achieving it.

Assistant Area Manager and Past President of NZ Branch, 
Graeme Quensell, presented the view point of the NZFS and its 
challenges to keep our fire fighters safe. He touched on our Work 

Fire Fighter Safety Forum, Hong Kong

Place Carcinogen Exposure Program and it implementation. The 
reaction to this was surprising to say the least. Other brigades 
around the world are aware of the effects of carcinogens but they 
have not set up a complete program like ours. Our policy of leave 
the fire on the fire-ground is more advanced than we know. A lot 
of brigade don’t have access to a second set of gear nor do they 
carry decontamination kits for fire fighters on their appliances. 
Their stations are also not set up to differentiate between dirty 
zones and clean zones. We are leading the way in this and we 
should truly embrace it. 

Graeme also touched on our method of investigating significant 
fires and serious harm incidents and how NZFS produces reports 
and interactive training programs to show lessons learnt from these 
incidents. Our operational reviews are hopefully going to be added 
to the IFE Fire Fighter Safety Database so that other countries will 
learn from what we have learnt. Globally the number of incidents 
we are attending is dropping but the variety is increasing. This is 
due to new technology and energy. Therefore, the landscape is 
changing and to be ahead of the game we must learn from our 
brothers around the world and this is a great platform to use. 
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Fire Fighter Safety Forum, Hong Kong

I presented on emerging technologies and the problems fire 
fighters faced in dealing with these. I highlighted the growing 
increase in the used of solar energy and the different scenarios in 
which people are using solar energy and the storage of this energy 
and the issues firefighters face when they are attending incidents 
where they are in use. UL expert Steve Kerber has done some 
research in this field but he has yet to find an isolation medium. 
Our research in Australasia on isolation mediums for solar panels 
was intriguing to UL and they were keen to follow up on this and 
assist where they can. Perhaps in the field of portable DC current 
testers for fire fighters. I will use this discussion going for to the 
IFE Conference workshop in Manchester where I will be hosting a 
workshop on New Technology and Energy and the Effects on Fire 
Fighter Safety.

Part of the event included a tour of the Hong Kong Fire Training 
Academy. The best way to describe this facility is to imagine our 
National Training Centre and multiple it in size by about 50 times. 
It was like a small city. It housed the administration and training 
rooms/theatres, an Olympic sized parade ground, a full sized 
underground subway station, a 747/A380 aircraft training prop, a 
6 storey ship firefighting prop, multiple high-rise buildings, a very 
large petrol station and a carpark building prop. The sheer scale 
of this facility had my jaw dropping to the ground. Everything was 
automated and had a working control to train despatchers and 
to monitor the systems around the facility. Unfortunately, we only 
had 3 hours there so we had to be taken around the facility to 
each training prop by bus as it was too big to walk around. If only 
the NZFS or now Fire and Emergency NZ had the money to build 
a facility like this.

The trip was a success in that relationships were cemented and 
moving forward we will have a strong relationship with UL and an 
increased level of awareness around fire fighter safety.

Noho ora mai,

Trent Fearnley
President  |  IFE New Zealand Branch
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PROFESSIONAL RECOGNITION
IFE REGISTRANTS  
GROUP REPRESENTATIVE

ONLINE LEARNING OFFER

The Engineering Council is 
the UK regulatory body for the 
Engineering Profession and 
it holds the national registers of 

222,000 Engineers not only in the UK but around the globe, in the 
following grades:

• Engineering Technicians (EngTech); 

• Incorporated Engineers (IEng); and 

• Chartered Engineers (CEng).

The letters CEng, IEng or EngTech after your name mark you out 
as key members of the fire engineering profession whose work 
is critical to your employer’s performance and efficiency. You will 
command respect as you perform vital roles in every sector of the 
fire industry, with responsibilities ranging from engineering design, 
manufacture and construction to system operation, maintenance 
and commissioning.

The UK Engineering Council is the regulatory body for the UK 
engineering profession; it sets and maintains the internationally 
recognised standard of professional competence and commitment.

Underneath this framework you have individual professional 
institutions who have been accredited by the Council as ‘registration 
bodies’, the IFE is one of these bodies. Therefore, to achieve 
registration your competence and commitment is independently and 
thoroughly assessed by your peers, this is done by the IFE here in 
New Zealand.

Internationally Recognised
• Progress through the IFE membership grades as your career 

develops

• Enhance your learning and CV with related CPD

• Extend your public and private fire sector contacts worldwide

• Register as a Chartered Engineer, Incorporated Engineer or 
Engineering Technician 

• Prove your knowledge by taking the IFE Professional exams

Learn more by following the link to our website:  
http://ife.org.nz/professional-recognition 

Interested? 
View the page for the particular registration that is relevant for your 
circumstances and if you require any additional information or 
wish to request an application form, contact the Registrants Group 
Representative: Michael Clifford – Michael.Clifford@ife.org.nz
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There have been no changes to the number of IFE NZ Branch registrants 
since the previous newsletter, the engineering grades within the New 
Zealand Branch are broken down as follows:

• Chartered Engineer:  5 (1.26%);

• Incorporated Engineer:  0 (0%); and

• Engineering Technician:  5 (1.26%)

As far as I am aware, two applicants are currently undergoing the 
challenging Chartered Engineer process and we are currently awaiting 
their outcomes. 

If any member requires any further information on registration for one of 
the three grades, please in the first instance contact myself. This would 
allow me to provide some advice on how to proceed, which level may 
be suitable and also to monitor the number of applications proceeding 
at any one time.

With regards engineering grades, although the Chartered and 
Incorporated registrations are only available to practising engineers; the 
Engineering Technician registration is open to any person practising in 
the fire industry. 

There are two routes to EngTech, qualification-based and experience 
based. Therefore, it is open to members of the NZFS, engineers, IQPs, 
system designers and technicians, fire designers and many more.

The website contains a large amount of information under professional 
registration which would be beneficial for any persons to read who are 
interested in making a commitment to their own professional recognition. 

In addition, over the next year we will be highlighting the benefits of 
professional recognition to not only our current membership but also to 
new opportunities within the fire industry as a whole.

Michael Clifford CEng, FIFireE
IFE NZ Branch Registrants Representative 
michael.clifford@ife.org.nz

We are delighted to announce that our members have been offered a 
50% discount to gain 12 months access to the online course “Preparing 
for the IFE Level 2 Certificate in Fire Science, Operations and Safety 
examinations” provided by Fire Risk Consultancy Limited. This course 
has been awarded ‘approved course status’ from the Institution of Fire 
Engineers and provides access to a high level International course 
which leads to an International qualification. If not already a member all 
delegates will be enrolled as students of the Institute of Fire Engineers 
and benefit from membership.

The whole course is online and is awarded 30 hours CPD. The course 
is accompanied by a workbook taking the delegate through the course 
with exercises to confirm understanding, a sample can be downloaded 
from the following website:

http://www.frconline.co.uk/wp/online-training/level-2-certificate-in-
fire-science-operations-and-safety/

On completion of the course there is a mock examination to prepare 
candidates for the examination and the students can then apply to the 
Institute of Fire Engineers to arrange sitting the international Examination. 

There is a full progression for students who wish to advance their 
qualifications with access to level 3, 4 and 5 courses under development.

This is a fantastic opportunity to get access to this online resource for 
anyone preparing to study for the IFE examinations or just wanting to 
increase their knowledge in this field.

The FRC have also recently developed a number of other specialist 
courses including a wildfire course that meets the NFPA standards and 
the Australian PUAs. The following link to a few samples of the content: 

https://www.frconline.co.uk/wp/online-training/bushfires/



Institution of Fire Engineers NZ Branch 
President’s Roll

1930 − 1932 TT Hugo

1932 − 1935 CC Warner

1936 − 1937 WH Barnard

1937 − 1946 WL Wilson

1946 − 1948 A Drummond

1948 − 1949 G Dunnachie

1949 − 1950 J Philp

1950 − 1951 R Preston

1951 − 1952 HG Hume

1952 − 1953 G Drummond

1953 − 1954 D Catley

1954 − 1955 WC Clark

1955 − 1956 TA Varley

1956 − 1957 SB Irvine

1957 − 1958 FA Hardy

1958 − 1959 IJ Walker

1959 − 1960 AW Bruce

1960 − 1962 WJ Henderson

1962 − 1963 ALG Taylor

1963 − 1964 W Clarkson

1964 − 1965 DA Varley

1965 − 1966 J Lynch

1966 − 1967 IC Wesley

1967 − 1968 RW Ford

1968 − 1969 KH Henderson

1969 − 1970 BS Armstrong

1970 − 1971 BF Hyland

1971 − 1972 PK Weeks

1972 − 1973 KJ Everson

1973 − 1974 W McP Dyas

1974 − 1975 LC Johns

1975 − 1976 WJ Henderson

1976 − 1977 J Viner

1977 − 1978 GG Roberts

1978 − 1979 RAM Baillie

1979 − 1980 JF Wood

1980 − 1981 RG Curry

1981 − 1982 RG Sampson

1982 − 1983 AR Osmond

1983 − 1984 DM Neil

1984 − 1985 BT Joyce

1985 − 1986 GJ Wrigley

1986 − 1988 TJ Bean

1988 − 1990 SG Lawson

1990 − 1991 RJ Estall

1991 − 1993 AT Proctor

1994 − 1995 RH Bishop

1995 − 1996 WA Bedford

1996 − 1997 WA Butzbach

1997 − 1999 MSC Brown

1999 − 2001 P Hughes

2001 − 2003 AP Menzies

2003 − 2006 MF Binning

2007 − 2009 BW Davey

2010 − 2012 GD Ward

2013 – 2015 G Quensell

2016 T Fearnley
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11TH – 13TH OCTOBER 2017
ASB SHOWGROUNDS

GREENLANE, AUCKLAND

2017

THE ANNUAL PREMIER EVENT FOR THE FIRE PROTECTION INDUSTRY  

– NOT TO BE MISSED!

DAY 1: Wednesday 11th October
IFE Seminar, Site Visits, Careers Event, 

Tradeshow Opening Event

DAY 2: Thursday 12th October
Formal FireNZ Opening,  

Full Conference and Tradeshow, Gala Dinner

DAY 3: Friday 13th October
Full Conference and Tradeshow, 

Formal Closing Session


